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Name: ALTON TOWERS

County: Staffordshire

District: East Staffordshire (District Authority)

Parish: Denstone

County: Staffordshire

District: Staffordshire Moorlands (District Authority)

Parish: Farley

label.localisation: Latitude: 52.984715

Longitude: -1.8836427

National Grid Reference: SK 07909 43048

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.localisation: [52.9839489422222,-1.89628712404283], [52.9839249911505,-1.89615878756979],

[52.9839367428702,-1.89596616885136], [52.9840051217426,-1.8957684689724],

[52.9839930767818,-1.89562528360586], [52.9839152084989,-1.89520077371678],

[52.9838581770852,-1.89508385283137], [52.9838970463742,-1.89487983345898],

[52.9839178100603,-1.8947662098858], [52.9838967584955,-1.89455390501372],

[52.9838252622106,-1.89458864960114], [52.9837654714276,-1.89438138454673],

[52.9838369588646,-1.89433676449736], [52.983779901676,-1.89384801093809],

[52.9837675942358,-1.89341348503869], [52.9838419197199,-1.89321576727047],

[52.9838596132949,-1.89299843787595], [52.9838847986108,-1.89288563669527],

[52.9838907849547,-1.89270524528485], [52.9839008387197,-1.8924501758479],

[52.9839901871511,-1.8923758822455], [52.9840468812712,-1.89245475916259],

[52.9842883523107,-1.89252823372749], [52.9843456921343,-1.89254566788814],

[52.984329408879,-1.89237207714716], [52.9843110902202,-1.89225410951727],

[52.9842790422773,-1.89212330685768], [52.9842401781894,-1.891990078553],

[52.9841798619649,-1.8918427686571], [52.9841386282372,-1.8917434178766],

[52.9842188522894,-1.89147159327739], [52.9842187578217,-1.89136789481261],

[52.9841649798398,-1.89122481447182], [52.9841426437502,-1.89098108500245],

[52.984513054998,-1.89055232384992], [52.9844921411542,-1.89048817886323],

[52.9846110921243,-1.89021133642151], [52.9847123314597,-1.89010736554436],

[52.9845959146554,-1.88990519128562], [52.9847060113064,-1.88971724832068],

[52.9847713862204,-1.88950968212276], [52.9847308956035,-1.88946734889191],

[52.9847374309394,-1.88932225360474], [52.9847563540589,-1.8892747940639],

[52.9847985156737,-1.88915156312273], [52.984890196942,-1.88907479748771],

[52.9849795848263,-1.88905480310587], [52.9850422777152,-1.88917316435612],
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[52.9850841935419,-1.88937554348261], [52.9850604550502,-1.88948424998972],

[52.9850068443162,-1.8895238886482], [52.9849592482746,-1.88962277997901],

[52.9850061396813,-1.88978227806502], [52.9850508785585,-1.88980137929734],

[52.9851021764895,-1.88974910074858], [52.9851466648327,-1.88969173031998],

[52.9851846652555,-1.88967566596118], [52.9852322364955,-1.88971497299279],

[52.9852595471499,-1.88976516037006], [52.9852811294835,-1.88982275052348],

[52.985291142542,-1.88989957013152], [52.9852961920963,-1.88998463943922],

[52.9852994592868,-1.89011575481093], [52.9853055192202,-1.89022440092511],

[52.9852877170653,-1.89030839605206], [52.9852818389924,-1.89039729131732],

[52.9853165333492,-1.89050057735982], [52.9852580497563,-1.89046156512142],

[52.9852342513129,-1.89050607280378], [52.9852462344408,-1.89057517172338],

[52.9852257099981,-1.89093573461738], [52.9852675281294,-1.89104427602155],

[52.9853749748888,-1.8910136645021], [52.9853927745164,-1.8911229666935],

[52.9852825494515,-1.89117263609309], [52.9852468356275,-1.89123197920603],

[52.9852245241516,-1.89131045890179], [52.9852047216208,-1.89139009405961],

[52.9852097476543,-1.8914504670583], [52.9853515776641,-1.89170582091135],

[52.9853903568859,-1.89174522668508], [52.9854025721118,-1.89207113670671],

[52.9854620557132,-1.89205363567096], [52.9854563937085,-1.89226360026804],

[52.9854415343724,-1.89230313970908], [52.9854357172248,-1.89246119408819],

[52.9854805005366,-1.89254997890968], [52.9855073509363,-1.89257953938774],

[52.9855462321475,-1.89273253829162], [52.9852692775827,-1.89297521210775],

[52.9853140826524,-1.89308867860852], [52.9854064068879,-1.89301437656134],

[52.9855544383763,-1.89348335157229], [52.9857441300501,-1.89407037900914],

[52.985773920362,-1.89406043062892], [52.9857948544236,-1.8941394001984],

[52.9858723980973,-1.8942034108078], [52.9859441569248,-1.89446498067006],

[52.986018847263,-1.89466727471248], [52.9860189214175,-1.89475122605377],

[52.9859730630622,-1.89486835678368], [52.9859416234393,-1.89490410778249],

[52.9858886160056,-1.89489601374229], [52.985835596494,-1.89487418612671],

[52.9857179536464,-1.89480134909927], [52.9854531836942,-1.8953501558677],

[52.9854175417533,-1.89548358517266], [52.9852390399996,-1.89584945652627],

[52.9851608549083,-1.89605872920616], [52.9851380628825,-1.89624971146383],

[52.9850994050639,-1.8963584498904], [52.9850309227202,-1.89642775711589],

[52.9849535046922,-1.8965069608686], [52.9849536546283,-1.89667980458603],

[52.9849181346148,-1.89696630896935], [52.9849068084497,-1.89724773597361],

[52.9848080605749,-1.89719373640035], [52.984664985559,-1.89716937907367],

[52.9845725309162,-1.89709552480424], [52.9843875535928,-1.89685892385737],

[52.9843129696889,-1.896775152884], [52.9842562094895,-1.89662714236847],

[52.9840951563123,-1.89648924138788], [52.9840116369105,-1.89640549293643],

[52.9839489422222,-1.89628712404283]

label.localisation:
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[52.9869286984232,-1.89714985117467], [52.98655906562,-1.89689271730022],

[52.9864674136525,-1.89682210573683], [52.986433786317,-1.89677159977975],

[52.9864062628224,-1.89671095028975], [52.9863817603219,-1.89661995115025],

[52.9863815978344,-1.89643275717902], [52.9864025686299,-1.89597738986122],

[52.9863933203619,-1.89587624036064], [52.9863382368716,-1.89572460029141],

[52.9863137556265,-1.89566900882285], [52.9863228845926,-1.89563356496683],

[52.9862220188575,-1.89549216466733], [52.9863134602278,-1.89528085785125],

[52.9864718512201,-1.89491483009787], [52.9864687012442,-1.89479847222734],

[52.9864900015344,-1.89472254172123], [52.9865235940055,-1.89473257442852],

[52.9865937056397,-1.89460592439223], [52.9866883078247,-1.8945652227494],

[52.9867584864639,-1.89451446604258], [52.9868274806927,-1.89442559357367],

[52.9868804654244,-1.89435733094812], [52.9869933201306,-1.89424070428524],

[52.9870609221779,-1.89420394030677], [52.9871428460519,-1.89415939532933],

[52.9872923718793,-1.89407808575452], [52.9873808972176,-1.89405762605166],

[52.9874175325519,-1.89406260130408], [52.9874602805438,-1.89406754670319],

[52.9874938820651,-1.89408770850597], [52.9875183415799,-1.89412812151014],

[52.9876072436634,-1.89454276187991], [52.9876531865641,-1.89470454155746],

[52.9876929452229,-1.89478539080778], [52.9876716627858,-1.89488156729201],

[52.9876784055022,-1.89498451315073], [52.9876995076782,-1.8953064723916],

[52.9877118926587,-1.89549869238623], [52.9877144607221,-1.89582410782799],

[52.9877153205804,-1.89593377132367], [52.9877124409566,-1.89612602814931],

[52.9876973578986,-1.89633349323955], [52.9876184265569,-1.89685477818032],

[52.987584943652,-1.89697122622868], [52.9875514038267,-1.89702189301151],

[52.9875056567071,-1.89707258865873], [52.9873439300043,-1.89717416087181],

[52.9871730042534,-1.89722010277358], [52.987105832811,-1.89721519717573],

[52.9870203283796,-1.89719517092501], [52.9869286984232,-1.89714985117467]

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: I

List Entry Number: 1000191

Date first listed: 01-Dec-1984

Details

An early C19 valley garden with a great variety of garden buildings associated with a major early C19 country house.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

Charles Talbot succeeded his uncle as fifteenth Earl of Shrewsbury in 1787. Among the family estates was a considerable

acreage in north Staffordshire, run by a steward from a farm at Alton. Impressed by the natural beauty of the area, and by

his family's connections with the locality, the new Earl determined to make a home there, and until his death in 1827 devoted

considerable resources to the construction of a house, and to the transformation of the adjacent valley from a dry wilderness

occupied by a huge rabbit colony to an extensive pleasure ground. Work on the house and landscape was completed by the

sixteenth Earl. He died in 1852 (a year which also saw the death of his architect A W N Pugin), and his successor in 1856.
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The seventeenth Earl's will was contested, and in 1857 the house's contents had to be put up for sale. Although the family

continued to live at the Towers until 1923 the bulk of the estate was sold in 1918; the house and the remaining lands passed

to a group of local businessmen in 1924.

From 1839 the grounds of Alton Towers were opened to the public at certain times of the year. Railways boosted visitor

numbers, and in the later C19 century the twentieth Earl began to promote special events on Bank Holidays. The new owners

of 1924 invested heavily in the grounds, and it was a major attraction in the inter-war years. Alton Towers was acquired by the

Tussauds Group (part of Pearsons PLC) in 1990, and a further phase of investment began.

DESCRIPTION

LOCATION, AREA, BOUNDARIES, LANDFORM, SETTING Alton Towers stands on the north side of the Churnet Valley,

c 1km north of the village of Alton and 6km east of Cheadle. To the south the park is bounded by the dismantled railway line

and the drain to its north, which follows the north bank of the River Churnet; to the west by Farley Lane which climbs steeply

north from Alton village; and to the north by Wootton Lane. Beyond the present east end of the park, c 2km from the house, the

ground falls to a series of ponds and lakes, the largest of which is Brooklays Lake. The house stands near the head of a steep

subsidiary valley running south-east into the Churnet Valley, the upper part of which valley was developed in the early C19 as

the house's main pleasure grounds. The area here registered comprises c 135ha.

ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES In the 1990s the two main entrances to the complex, for the public and for trade deliveries,

were off the northern part of Farley Lane which bounds the site to the west. The more southerly, trade, entrance has early C19

gate piers and iron gates (listed grade II). A hundred metres to the south is another entrance, with late C19 gates and gate piers

(listed grade II) which now serves Horseshoe Wood, a private house.

The main approach from the south in the C19 was from Quixhill c 3km to the south-east, via an arched entrance with pavilions to

either side of 1822 by J B Papworth. As it nears Alton Towers the Quixhill Drive runs along and outside the south side of the deer

park; an early C19 pedimented milestone with an iron plaque, c 300m west of Ina's Rock, records the distance to 'Alton Abbey'.

About 1848 Station, or Tudor, Lodge (listed grade II) was built 500m south of Alton Towers, near the village railway station.

Designed by A W N Pugin, who called it the Gate House, the two-storey stone lodge is in the Tudor Gothic style.

Pink Lodge, 400m north of Station Lodge on the west side of Farley Lane, is a substantial mid C19 brick building, slightly

Italianate in style and with two projecting towers as its most prominent elements. It stands at the entrance to Barbary Gutter,

apparently a westward extension of the grounds.

PRINCIPAL BUILDING Alton Towers (listed grade II*) is a castellated gothic building of irregular plan and form in sandstone

ashlar. The north range, containing the entrance and many of the principal rooms, is linked to a parallel south range which

contained picture galleries by two linking blocks, the main public route being via the more central one comprising a conservatory

and octagonal orangery. On top of the west range was a viewing platform. In the later 1990s the house was semi-derelict,

although parts had seen partial restoration.

Portions of the C18 Alveton Lodge survive in the area east of the Banqueting Hall. Transformation of the Lodge into Alton

Towers was the responsibility of several architects. Thomas Hopper (d 1856) and William Hollins (d 1843) were involved in the

first main phase of work from c 1810, but the creation of 'Alton Abbey' as a crenellated house with a grand entrance facing the

lake was principally the work of Thomas Allason (d 1852). Though there is no direct evidence for attributing any of the work

at Alton to James Wyatt, the influence of Wyatt on other architects is evident in such features as the great galleries linked by a

central Octagon, clearly derived from Wyatt's contemporary work at Fonthill Abbey (Wilts). Allason's principal successor as

architect was Uttoxeter-based Thomas Fradgley (d 1883) who was responsible for the West Wing and, along with Joseph Potter

of Lichfield, the Chapel. After 1831 Alton was the family's main home, and the sixteenth Earl, who like his three immediate

predecessors was a Roman Catholic, brought in A W N Pugin (himself a recent convert to Catholicism) to replace Fradgley.

Pugin's most significant contributions included alterations to the Octagon and the Talbot Gallery, making the Banqueting Hall,

the rooms over the Great Drawing Room, and internal furnishings and decorations including those of the chapel.

After the Second World War the house became derelict. Restoration work began in the early 1990s.
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GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS Two gardens lie within the Alton Towers house complex. West of the conservatory

is the Star Garden, now (1997) lawn, named after its star-shaped fountain basin. East of the conservatory and south of the

chapel is Her Ladyship's Garden; a raised walk at its east end overlooks a lawn with fountain (listed grade II), clipped yews,

and statuary.

Attached to the east side of the house's gatehouse is a roughly square, sandstone ashlar, walled garden (listed grade II),

overgrown but containing mature specimen conifers. Within the garden is a mount, on top of which is The Dovecote (listed

grade II), an early C19 octagonal, arcaded, timber gazebo on a sandstone base. The weather vane is of 1848 and by Pugin. Dense

and tall vegetation now obscures the views originally enjoyed from the top of the mound, notably that east to the conservatory.

In the south-east corner is a small oratory with a floriated cross on the gable, by Pugin and of c 1848.

Lawns with specimen conifers lie to the north of the house, with beyond (c 200m from the entrance) the Boating Lake. That is

bounded, to the north, by a crenellated wall with turret-like projections (listed grade II). To the east the Lake is retained by a

low, arcaded, 100m long stone wall (listed grade II), apparently a bridge when viewed from the west. It was probably designed

by J B Papworth c 1820. The causeway formed by the wall carries a drive from the north front of the house to the early C19

Ingestre Stables Courtyard (listed grade II) c 400m to the north-east of the house.

The Italian Garden, the first component of the main valley garden, is entered under the early C19 White Bridge (listed grade

II) which carries the drive to the Stables Courtyard and stands c 100m south of the south end of the Boating Lake causeway.

Running off to either side of the bridge, and defining the end of the Italian Garden, is a tall sandstone ashlar retaining wall with

a lobed top (listed grade II; several other retaining walls in the valley, not hereunder noted, are also listed), this wall continuing

east around the whole of the north side of the garden. Statues and urns which stood between the lobes had been removed for

safe storage in 1997. The Italian garden, laid to lawns with flower beds, contains the Choragic Monument (listed grade II*),

raised c 1830 to the memory of the fifteenth Earl.

From this garden there are views east, down and along the valley garden which is densely planted with a very wide variety

of specimen trees and shrubs (particularly heaths, azaleas, Japanese maples, rhododendrons and dwarf conifers), many of the

former presumably dating from the earlier C19. Down the centre of the valley is a series of four pools. The first, westernmost,

is the Canal. This is crossed by the Miniature Bridge, an early C19 cast-iron footbridge (listed grade II), while north of the

east end of the pool is a 1920s bandstand. Rising from the third pool, and forming one of the main foci within the garden, is

Robert Abraham's tall Pagoda Fountain (listed grade II*) of c 1831. Of green and red painted cast-iron and three main stages,

the fountain is a copy of the To-ho pagoda in Canton.

Most of the buildings and structures within the valley garden stand along the upper part of its north side. About 140m north-

east of the White Bridge is the Orangery (listed grade II), of c 1824 and probably by Robert Abraham, a semi-derelict (1997)

ashlar structure with one (of two) surviving cast-iron dome. On the terrace to its immediate south are features including an early

C19 pool and fountain (listed grade II), urns, statuary and a sundial, mostly early C19 (listed grade II). On the rising ground

behind (north of) the Orangery is Stonehenge (listed grade II), an early C19 megalithic construction of three bays with a two-

tier central bay; the overall effect is of an oriental arch rather than a European prehistoric structure.

About 30m east of the terrace south of the Orangery is arguably the most impressive feature of the gardens, Robert Abraham's

Conservatory (listed grade II*) of c 1824, a long, single-storey ashlar and cast-iron structure surmounted with seven glazed

domes, the central one considerably larger than the rest. On the terrace at the east end of the Conservatory is an early C19

circular stone summerhouse (listed grade II) with an east-facing basement grotto.

Leading east from the east end of the Conservatory is a series of yew arches, the lobed wall continuing parallel and to the

immediate north. On the terrace below (south of) the east end of the Conservatory is an early C19 single-storey loggia (listed

grade II) of nine bays. Immediately east of the loggia is Le Refuge (listed grade II), an early C19 ashlar summerhouse built

into the retaining terrace wall. In front of Le Refuge is The Roman Bath (listed grade II), an oval pool with a Coade stone

statue of a merboy dated 1819.
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Some 100m east of the Conservatory is the Corkscrew Fountain (listed grade II), an unusual early C19 structure comprising

four tiers of squat spiral fluted pillars diminishing in size upwards. North-east of this are two ponds, fed from the Boating Lake,

which supply the various fountains and water features in the valley.

Sixty metres south-east of the Corkscrew Fountain is the Prospect Tower (listed grade II*; sometimes called the Gothic Temple),

an octagonal, gothic, three-stage cast-iron observation tower of c 1824 by Robert Abraham. The main view from the tower is

roughly west, up the valley garden and to Alton Towers. A tunnel-like cave is cut into the mound on which the tower stands.

High on the south side of the valley garden, and looking across it, is Swiss Cottage (now the Garden Terrace Restaurant; listed

grade II, as is the retaining wall 20m to the north ), a two-storey brick building of 1835 by Thomas Fradgley with elaborate

bargeboards. The house was also known as Harper's Cottage, initially being the residence of a blind harper whose music

contributed to the elysian ambience.

The first phase of the gardens' creation (c 1814-27) was variously the responsibility of the fifteenth Earl, and of two professional

designers, Robert Abraham (1774-1850) and Thomas Allason (1790-1852). The intention was to produce gardens filled with

sounds and fragrances evoking fabled times and enchanted places. Water was brought two miles to the site to the new lake

in front of the house, from which the various other lakes and water features were supplied. Landscaping of the valley was

completed by the sixteenth Earl, who saw through various building schemes as well as introducing many imported shrubs

and trees. In 1822 J C Loudon (whose own scheme for Alton had been rejected) opined of Alton 'We consider the greater

part of it in excessively bad taste, or rather, perhaps the work of a morbid imagination joined to the command of unlimited

resources' (Encyclopaedia of Gardening, 327-35). W A Nesfield (d 1881) was called in to lay out parterres at Alton before 1857.

PARK The outer landscape of Alton Towers comprised two main elements: the deer park extending c 1km to the east of the

house, and the wooded walks around the west and south sides of the rocky slopes below this. The deer park has now (late 1990s)

been almost wholly subsumed under the buildings and car parks of the leisure park. The low, stone, deer park wall and its inner

ditch, however, which border the park to the south, survive. The wooded walks, which lie south of the deer park wall, remain

in good condition, although the views out to the south across the Churnet Valley to Alton, Alton Abbey and the countryside

beyond are now largely obscured by dense, mature trees. The walks are terraced and retained with stone walls, and run for over

2km from west of Alton Towers, passing beneath the Flag Tower (listed grade II), a substantial four-storey crenellated stone

tower c 250m south-west of Alton Towers. They then pass through Abbey Wood to the south of the house, continuing east of

the main valley garden as Rock Walk and Park Banks. The walks pass several massive sandstone outcrops, several of which

have C19 structures associated with them. Cuckoo Rock, at the east end of Abbey Wood, forms a major viewpoint. Beneath

it is an arch and trilithon-type structure, the remains of a seat. Ina's Rock, towards the east end of the walks, also has a seat

beneath it, a small cave with a stone-flagged floor. Early C19 plaques were inset into the sandstone to either side; that to the

east survives, and records the distance from the Rock to the house.

KITCHEN GARDEN The kitchen garden lay north-east of the Ingestre Courtyard. It was removed before the 1990s. The mid

C19 stone gardener's house stands c 100m north of the Conservatory.

REFERENCES J C Loudon, Encyclopaedia of Gardening (1822 edn), pp 327-35 Country Life, 3 (18 June 1898), pp 754-7;

(25 June 1898), pp 788-91; 10 (28 December 1901), pp 838-9; 127 (2 June 1960), pp 1246-9; (9 June 1960), p 1305 R Sidwell,

West Midland Gardens (1981), pp 161-5 M Batey and D Lambert, The English Garden Tour (1990), pp 270-5 M J Fisher,

Alton Towers Past and Present (1997)

Archival items Design for Quixhill entrance by J B Papworth, 1822 (at Alton Towers)

Description written: 1997 Register Inspector: PAS Edited: September 1999

Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.


